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In this dialog box, parameters like cell size, range iscon uze
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After the simulation is complete, the result may be observed in the geometry view by setting the Display Light 
mode in the view’s property menu. The reflector’s luminance images may now be viewed under various angles 
by rotating the geometry with the mouse button. Figure 5 shows some slightly tilted reflector positions with 
variations of the Lit Appearance in a false color display:

Figure 5. Variation of the LIT Appearance with slightly tilted reflector positions

The Surface Display Properties dialog box allows the setting of display parameters for the reflector’s light 
distribution. In Figure 6, we have selected the unit Cd/m^2 to be displayed on the surface. 

Figure 6. Surface Display Property dialog box

Another parameter is the surface data display type. For example, setting this value to surface color displays 
the Lit Appearance in the reflector’s original color, whereas surface color shine creates an additional 
shining effect.
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As a further evaluation tool, a luminance image of the light distribution may be displayed. By using the 
Luminance Image from Sensor Light dialog box with the settings as in Figure 8, a luminance image of the 
reflector’s light distribution (here seen from a front view position) can be displayed in the light data view.

Figure 8. Luminance image from Sensor Light dialog box

Figure 9. Luminance image of the reflector’s light distribution (front view) in the UV data view

Because of the front view position, the plot shows a constant luminance over the whole reflector in red color. 
The view position may also be changed in the dialog box for geometry creation. 

As another example, in Figure 10 we display LucidShape’s predefined signal beam example using the modes 
surface color
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Figure 10. Luminance image of the reflector’s light distribution (front view) in the UV Data View

Store the result in a binary .lug file in order to keep loading times moderate. For a large number of pictures, 
however, the 3D–Snapshot dialog box is recommended. This tool creates a picture sequence that runs from 
beginning to end that shows the viewing angle from both the horizontal and vertical direction. The sequence 
can also be used to create a movie in a subsequent process.

Conclusion
We have used LucidShape’s simulation capabilities and sensor techniques to show the LIT Appearance on 


